
Brussels gripped 
by lobbying war 
over copyright law 

It has been dubbed one of the most brutal lobbying
wars in Brussels history, pitting media firms and Paul
McCartney on one side against Big Tech and internet

freedom denizens on the other. The fight is over contro-
versial copyright laws that the European Union says will
drag the bloc into the 21st century and ensure creators of
music, movies and news are paid fairly. “It was a very
intensive and aggressive lobbying battle... definitely one of
the most intense,” Olivier Hoedeman, of the campaign
group Corporate Europe Observatory, which studies the
influence of lobbying groups on EU law, told AFP. “There
is a huge amount of money at stake.”

Brussels is one of the top lobbying centers on the plan-
et after Washington, where everyone from corporations to
unions and special interest groups try to influence EU
policy. But the battle over the European Commission’s
proposed Copyright Directive has been particularly
intense, reaching fever pitch as the European Parliament
prepares to have a second vote on the issue on Sept 12.

The fight is over two parts of the planned law. The first
is Article 13 - it would make platforms like Google-owned
YouTube legally liable for copyrighted material to prevent
content producers being ripped off. The second is Article
11 - it would create a so-called “neighboring right” mean-
ing that newspapers, magazines and news agencies
including AFP would have to be paid when Google or oth-
er websites link to their stories.

‘Unprecedented violence’ 
The battle lines have now been drawn up. On one side

are artists and the traditional media, the content providers
in desperate search of revenue at a time when pretty much
everything can be seen online for free. Critics including
Silicon Valley say the change will lead in effect to blanket
censorship by platforms that have become an online hub
for creativity, especially YouTube - and also possibly
result in the end of memes, the online jokes that often rely
on a short clip or picture.

The proposal for neighboring rights has meanwhile
been criticized as a “link tax” that will stifle discourse on
the Internet. Wikipedia chief Jimmy Wales weighed in on
their side and the online encyclopaedia went down in sev-
eral European countries in protest. The tech industry won

round one of the fight in July when the 750 members of
the European Parliament rejected the text in an initial vote.

Some MEPs hit out at what French center-right law-
maker Marc Joulaud called a “lobbying campaign of
unprecedented violence orchestrated by GAFA (Google,
Apple, Facebook and Amazon)”. “The only thing I can
compare it to is the arms industry,” socialist MEP
Virginie Roziere told AFP, saying that the digital compa-
nies had used “huge resources” to create “pseudo citi-
zens campaigns”. Roziere said she received more than
40,000 emails against the law in the three weeks before
the July vote.

But campaigners against the law played down the
criticisms. “To be honest it’s the only way to get hold of
MEPs. What are you supposed to do, send them a post-
it note?” said Caroline de Cock, coordinator of
Copyright for Creativity (C4C). She said that C4C repre-
sented consumer groups, museums and libraries but
conceded that it was “partly” financed by another key
party: the CCIA, or Computer and Communications
Industry Association, which lobbies for the digital indus-
try. De Cock said Google was also a client of a PR
agency that she runs but hit back: “People attack the
messenger when they don’t like the message.”

‘Low blows’ 
It is hard to put a figure on the sums spent by the

tech industry, although the estimate by the British indus-
try body UK Music that Google spent Ä31 million ($36
million) is “very unlikely”, said Hoedeman. Siada El
Ramly, the director of EDiMA, a lobby group for the
tech sector, said they had spent “much less than one mil-
lion euros” on the “priority” dossier. She also criticized
the lobbying methods used by the music industry,
including using legendary electronic music artist Jean-
Michel Jarre, president of the International
Confederation of Societies of Authors and Composers,
to defend the law in front of MEPs.

McCartney meanwhile wrote to MEPs accusing some
Internet platforms of refusing to compensate artists for
their work “while they exploit it for their own profit”.
However German Green MEP Julia Reda, who has led
efforts to sink the bill, has repeatedly railed against “low
blows” by media companies and artists. Ahead of
September’s vote the lobbying campaign has stepped up
again. C4C began emailing MEPs again on Monday
while European newspapers are set to publish a letter by
senior AFP reporter Sammy Ketz signed by dozens of
European journalists. — AFP 

Facebook’s ban of Myanmar’s military leaders marks
a new step for the leading social network against
state “actors” - and raises thorny questions on how

the company deals with repressive regimes using the
platform. The move against Myanmar’s army chief and
other top military brass on Monday - which came on the
heels of an explosive UN investigation - was the first time
Facebook has barred members of the military or state
actors, the company confirmed.

Facebook’s actions came after repeated complaints
that the platform was being used to spread hate and
incite violence against the Rohingya. The UN report,
which recommended that military leaders face prosecu-
tion for genocide over their crackdown on the Muslim
minority, said Facebook had become “a useful instru-
ment” for those seeking to spread hate. Facebook and
other social networks have been under pressure to curb
the spread of disinformation, especially when it can be
seen as “hate speech” that may incite violence.
Governments themselves can be the sources of such false
information.

Jennifer Grygiel, a Syracuse University professor who
studies social media, said while the move in Myanmar was
“a significant development,” the company “has a lot more
work to do”. She added that Facebook had to “find a bal-
ance” between addressing how state entities are using
the platform - and making sure governments do not block
the service. Several countries have already banned
Facebook while others use the platform as part of efforts
to reinforce control. Oxford University researchers said in
a report this year they found “organized social media

manipulation” in 48 countries. “A range of government
agencies and political parties are exploiting social media
platforms to spread junk news and disinformation, exer-
cise censorship and control,” they said.

More ‘proactive’ move 
Irina Raicu, director of the internet ethics program at

Santa Clara University, said Facebook appeared to go
further than in the past by banning 20 individuals and
organizations even if they had no prior presence on the

network. “That seems to be a much more proactive
stance than Facebook has taken before - and it raises the
question about what criteria are applied in determining
which individuals and groups are prevented from using
the platform in the first place, rather than in response to
terms of service or community guidelines violations,”
Raicu said.

Daniel Castro, vice president of the Information

Technology and Innovation Institute, a Washington think
tank, said Facebook could face more questions on its
approach to hate speech. “Social networks are getting
better at enforcing their codes of conduct, but it is harder
for them to make these distinctions when it comes to gov-
ernment leaders, since their use of violence may be seen
as legitimate under certain circumstances,” Castro said.

Castro said it was notable that Facebook relied on the
report from the UN Human Rights Council’s investigators
rather than act on its own because “the average company
is not well-suited to investigate each case for them-
selves,” he said. “However, the downside is that (the
Council) likely moves too slow for the digital era. But that
suggests the UN, or some other body, should update its
processes for the digital era, not that social networks
should take on these additional roles.”

Facebook said its move Monday was based on excep-
tional circumstances following the release of the report.
“We’ve taken this step in Myanmar following findings by
international experts, including a recent UN-commis-
sioned report, that many of these officials committed seri-
ous human rights abuses in the country,” said Ruchika
Budhraja, a Facebook spokeswoman. “And we believe that
their use of Facebook may have fueled ethnic and reli-
gious tension in Myanmar.” Budhraja said that because so
many people rely on Facebook for information in
Myanmar, the situation is “fairly unique”. “That said, we
recognize that people in other parts of the world face
devastating violence on a daily basis, and we will contin-
ue to investigate and take action when we have enough
facts to do so,” she added. — AFP 
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Women and well-off suburban
Republicans will play decisive roles
in countering Donald Trump’s loyal-

ists in November’s midterm elections, accord-
ing to Ipsos pollsters who are armed with new
tools to face their first big test after the billion-
aire’s shock 2016 victory. Trump’s capture of
the White House took the entire polling indus-
try by surprise, as election forecasters blew it
by predicting a Hillary Clinton win. This year in
order to obtain a more comprehensive view of
a complex electorate, Ipsos is using an amal-
gam of three sources of information - tradition-
al polls, expert analysis from the University of
Virginia, and social media trends - in a new
tool, available for free online and presented
yesterday in Washington.

“It’s really come out of our experience
with the 2016 elections ... The market writ
large got the elections wrong,” Cliff Young,
president of Ipsos Public Affairs, told AFP in
an interview. There has been extensive debate
over why so many poll ing organizations
missed the mark two years ago, but in Ipsos’s
view it was because “the market, in general,
depended on one single input and that was
polls,” Young said. “We overstated Hillary
slightly” in crucial swing states and tended to
“underestimate rural, white, under-educated
individuals,” he added.

Ipsos will be tracking more than 400 races
scheduled for Nov 6, using its new tool to poll
10,000 likely voters per week, analyze the
assessments of a dozen political science pro-
fessors, and screen up to 5.5 million social
media mentions per day. At stake in November
are the 435 House of Representatives seats and
about one-third (35 seats) of the 100-member
Senate, both of which are currently controlled
by Republicans. The governorships in 36 states,
as well as numerous state and local seats, are
up for grabs.

‘Strong blue year’ 
Most signs point towards Democrats taking

back the House, although it will be an uphill
climb for them to do the same in the Senate,
where the electoral map is tougher. “All three
of the methods suggest it will be a strong blue
year,” Young said. “The question is how big will
the wave be?” Another question is what to
make of the president’s prediction of a “red
wave” instead. “That’s fantastical,” Young said,
emphasizing that the party in power in the
White House typically sheds seats in Congress
in the midterms.

Three demographic groups are likely to play
pivotal roles, according to Young. Women, who
might be put off by the scandal-plagued
Trump, “will be very important” in determining
2018 election outcomes, he said. “There is a
huge differential in terms of support for women
between Trump and the Democrats.” Middle-
class and upper middle-class voters living in
America’s residential suburbs will require close
scrutiny, too. “These tend to be Republican
strongholds” where voters favor lower taxes
and pro-business policies, but who have
become “very turned off by the conduct of the
president” and might sit out the November
election, Young said.

Finally, Trump’s core supporters: Ignoring
them would be a mistake. The president enjoys
a high rate of popularity, some 80 percent,
among Republicans. Minority voters, who lean
Democratic, tend to mobilize less during
midterm elections. “But who knows this year?”
Young said, noting that traditional political pat-
terns have been jolted since Trump’s White
House win. On the social media front, Ipsos -
through the use of complex algorithms - is
analyzing trends in online conversations that
provide “very good insight” into understanding
the key issues for voters in 2018, Young says.

Three topics, apart from the overarching figure
of Trump himself, are at the fore: health care,
immigration and jobs. Keenly aware of the Russian
interference in the last US presidential election,
including the spread of fake or inflammatory news
reports on social media, Ipsos is taking care to
detect and dismiss the “bots”, or automated
accounts, some from overseas, that have prolifer-
ated in the political realm. “What we really want
to understand is what is the true human conversa-
tion going on,” Young said. — AFP 
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A file photo taken on Sept 28, 2017 shows a smartphone being operated in front of GAFA logos
(acronym for Google, Apple, Facebook and Amazon web giants) as background in Hede-Bazouges in
western France. — AFP 


